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A short story by John Ferraro
This story is about a young cattle rancher but in reality is a metaphor for stock
investing and option trading. It has been written as a way to explain some rather
advanced concepts in a way that should be understandable to the average person,
including children.
It begins many years ago; a successful cattle rancher ran a successful ranch for
many years. Although lucky in business, he was unlucky in family and he and his wife
had only one son. His wife passed away unexpectedly, leaving him alone with his son
to manage the ranch. His son, not interested in ranching, decided to try his luck and
moved to the city for better opportunity.
The elder rancher lived a long life, but when he grew very old and tired,
he decided to sell the ranch. He banked a healthy profit from many years of
having a steady hand overseeing his large herd of cattle.
Eventually he died too, and left a rather large inheritance to
his only son.
Meanwhile, his son hadn’t had much luck going off
in his own direction. He tried lots of things but nothing
really caught on.
Upon the passing of his father and receiving his large
inheritance, he decided that maybe he would give cattle
ranching a shot. His father had gotten rich doing it, so he
thought, "why not me?"
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The first thing he decided on was that he needed to buy a lot of cattle at auction.
He wanted to build his herd up to the size his father had always maintained, around 800
head.
So off to the auction he went, he bought cattle fast and furious, some he paid
too much for, some he got good prices for, some were old, some were young, some
were lean and some were fat.
He repurchased the family's ranch and packed it with his
recently bought cattle. He settled in and went to work
managing the ranch. However, after a few years his cattle
ranch didn’t do much better than break-even.
After looking over the ranch’s average financials for the
year, he thought to himself,
"How did dad manage to make such good money at
this, while I’m only barely breaking even?"
He realized he hadn’t spent enough time with his father to
learn the business from someone who seemed to have it completely figured out.
It was at that point he was filled with sudden regret, and thought to himself, “Why
didn’t I spend more time with dad, to learn how to do this right?”
He needed some time to think about his next moves.
So he left the kitchen table, hopped in his pickup truck and drove out to the
cattle barn. As he drove up the muddy road his mind was turning on the same two
questions “How did he do it? How did he do it? Why am I getting different results?”
Lost in thought, he looked up and saw one of cows standing in the middle of the
road and slammed on the brakes! ERRR!!!
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Shaken from almost hitting one of his animals, he looked at the cow in the
headlights of his truck, chewing its cud and suddenly heard his dad’s
voice.
“That one is a good-for-nothing fatty, eats all day, ain’t worth
much at auction. Next!”
Then it dawned on him, like a bright sunrise on a cold winter
morning.
“That cow is a 'fatty,' dad would NEVER buy that one, EVER!”
You see his father was very opinionated about his livestock. His son
remembered the other ranchers calling him “the Eye” because he was so
picky when choosing his animals.
“Maybe,” thought the son, “I need to figure out if my
dad would have bought any of the cattle in my herd!
Maybe I'm not that good at picking cattle...”
He parked the truck. He brought a pencil and notepad
with him into the pasture where the cattle herd was for the
day. Looking out over the animals, he immediately saw a few
old ones, a few skinny ones that his father would have never
bought at auction.
“I’ve got to figure out a way to sort out all this cattle.”
So he wrote down three columns in the notepad and categorized each cow based on
his three factors:
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After a rigorous sorting process, he only found 30 cattle out of the 800(!) that
met all of his criteria.
They were:
•

a good deal at auction,

•

younger,

•

and didn’t eat as much.

He called them his "Top Tier" group and kept them separated from the rest of the
main group. He then began calculating the profit difference from his Top Tier herd from
the larger herd.
As he began the process of sorting out his herd, he got
an email from his friend that the commodity market had just
crashed! In the next few weeks he watched the price of
cattle feed go up by a factor of ten. His feed cost now for
800 head was threatening to bankrupt him. Some serious
evaluation of the heard was necessary immediately.
The first group of cattle that ate the most and gained little weight had to go first.
(Poor debt management)
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The older cattle that had stopped growing also presented a dilemma. Why do I want
to continue spending money on high priced feed
when the cattle weren’t growing
anymore? (Poor earnings growth) They
had to go too.
The last group were the cattle he had overspent
on at auction. It didn’t make sense to spend much
money feeding them since he would only break even
on them at slaughter. (Poor valuation)

So he did what made sense at the time and sold them to the meat packers, all
except his Top Tier group of cattle. Only this select group made sense to continue to
feed at the new high prices.
Now having reduced his herd down to its most valuable assets he began to wonder
about cash flow. Remember he was barely breaking even. The select herd had cost
money to acquire and maintain but he wasn’t making any money until he sent them to
slaughter. He needed a way to make money with them in the meantime. That’s when
he decided to breed them (Dividends) and sell the calves on a monthly basis. (Options)
The income from breeding & selling the calves covered his cost of the entire herd’s
feed & care. The money left over from the calf sales repaid him for the original
purchase cost of the cattle. So when the cattle eventually went to slaughter, he had
enough cash flow and reserves to buy more head for his select herd.
Heading back to auction, he had a much better idea of what he was looking for.
Suddenly, with a system and rules in place, he became a very disciplined buyer.
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Before he even went to the auction he asked other successful ranchers what they
did, he studied in-depth what made a cow profitable. (Learn the market and products)
Now he was only paying the lowest prices for the youngest, leanest cattle. The other
buyers at auction were amazed at the transformation. Some even mentioned, "he’s just
like his old man now."
With his new cattle ranching discipline, which were his Big Caps, he decided to apply
this new successful model to Sheep (Mid Caps) and Chickens (Small Caps). The monthly
cash inflow from the wool and the eggs now took the ranch his father had built and made
it even bigger. Finally, he started figuring out what it took to be a successful rancher.
So the moral of this story is:
Look into your pasture (portfolio) and see if you have any
overpriced, old, gluttonous cattle. Find a way to have
that asset produce regular, monthly income if not send
it to slaughter and find a better replacement.
Oh and learning from your dad isn’t a bad idea either.

A short story by John Ferraro,
Chief Investment Officer, Longhouse investments
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About the Author:

John Ferraro is an AML leukemia survivor and a
retired electrical engineer. He lives with his wife of 36
years, Irene, in sunny, Southern California.
He spent over 30 years designing radar systems for
the F-15, F-18, F-22, and B-2 bomber. During his
career he also designed infrared laser targeting,
satellite imaging systems, and missile technology as
a Senior Scientist at a well-known defense company.
These days he is focused on Wall Street. As the Chief
Investment Officer of Longhouse Investments. Currently, John, designs all customer
strategic portfolio plans and reviews them regularly for potential tactical adjustments
with customer investment objectives as his highest priority. He specializes in finding
undervalued assets, buying low, holding long term for equity growth and creating
monthly cash flows from his holdings. He holds a Series 65 Securities License from
FINRA.

Are you interested in having John help you understand your investments? You

can reach John at: jferraro@longhouseinvestments.com or call him at (949) 370-3379
today! Want to learn even more? Go to https://www.longhouseinvestments.com/blog
to read more great articles written by John on investing, retirement and other exciting
topics!
This story is courtesy of Longhouse Investments LLC. John Ferraro is an investment adviser representative licensed in CA and
TX. If you are not a resident of the states noted above, all investment-related information in this publication is for informational purposes
only and does not constitute a solicitation or offer to sell securities or investment advisory services over the Internet. Check the background
of this investment professional on FINRA’s BrokerCheck. Securities offered through Interactive Brokers LLC®, Member SIPC, Advisory
services offered through Longhouse Investments LLC℠, 23861 El Toro Rd Suite 701 Lake Forest CA 92630, 949-264-3326.
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